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ParlaMint-IT Corpus

Corpus of Plenary speeches transcriptions of the Italian Senate (High Chamber of the 
Italian Parliament)

- reference subcorpus:  from Mar.  2013 to Oct. 2019  (1084 sessions)
- COVID-19 subcorpus:  from Nov.  2019 to Nov. 2020 (115 sessions)

Plenary verbatim reports:
- verbatim report <RESSTEN>
- Annex A  (containing the texts under scrutiny)

- Annex B  (containing the texts of the motions, questions and interpellations submitted in the same sitting, if 
any, qualified voting tables, and what are called "announcements" of documents received by the Senate.)



Data Sources 

- HTML (as published on the website)
- AkomaNtoso XML (since 2018)

- dati.senato.it
- RDF
- CSV



Encoding into ParlaMint XML

ROOT
- from CSV obtained from dati.senato.it
- + manual compilation (governments, coalitions, fixes on groups affiliation over time, non MP 

speakers)

TRANSCRIPTIONS 
- from HTML 
- limited to <RESSTEN> (no Annexes)
- available tags: <INTERVENTO> (speech) <ORATORE> (speaker)
- incidents marked-up with heuristics applied on text in italics (<i>)

Java code
https://github.com/atomm/ResAulaSenato2ParlaMintTEI 

https://github.com/atomm/ResAulaSenato2ParlaMintTEI
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Transcription



Linguistic annotation and Named Entity Recognition

sentence splitting, tokenisation, part-of-speech tagging, lemmatisation, 
dependency parsing

italian-isdt-ud-2.5 model 

Named Entity Recognition

<seg>

CONLL-U

CONLL-U

alignment
(different tokenisations)

CONLL-U
unified
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Linguistic annotation and Named Entity Recognition



ParlaMint 
XML

Encoding in ParlaMint .ana Format 

<seg>

CONLL-U
unified

ParlaMint 
.ana.XML

<seg> .ana

conllu2Parlamint_TEI

Converter 

C++ code https://github.com/cnr-ilc/conllu2Parlamint_TEI 

ParlaMint .ana 
Root

<taxonomy>

https://github.com/cnr-ilc/conllu2Parlamint_TEI


Linguistic annotation
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Linguistic annotation - NE



Resource in use

Teaching resource

- Master students within the “Digital Humanities” degree program at the University of Pisa.

- by manually  revising the output of automatic linguistic annotation, students are confronted with the real problems connected with the 
automatic analysis of specific varieties of language use.

- “Master in Gestione e Conservazione e dei Documenti Digitali" at the University of Calabria 
- querying the ParlaMint corpus via the NoSketch Engine platform thus learning basic notions of corpus annotation, usage of metadata for 

sub-corpus selection and querying. 

Dissemination

- tutorial in Italian aimed at non-computationally savvy researchers in political and social sciences with no prior knowledge of corpus linguistics

Computational Linguistics for Political Text Analysis

- Politics in between crises. A political and textual comparative analysis of budgetary speeches and expenditure.



Conclusions and Future Plans

Corpus
- temporal extension for ParlaMint II

- enhance reproducibility from sources
- AkomaNtoso XML as data source ?

- Annexed documents ?
- extension to the Chamber of Deputies

Annotation
- evaluation of annotation accuracy 
- test STANZA Italian NER model

Exploitation
- connect to Italian (computational) Political Sciences community


